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From the banks of the mighty eastern shore, New Jersey rockers under the name Shred Flintstone have been 
building an empire. The title track “Unlimited Power” off their upcoming second full-length studio album will be 
unleashed August 11th along with a hilarious lo-fi music video made by the infamous Spaghetti Jesus (who has 
previously collaborated with Thee Oh Sees and Frankie and the Witch Fingers). The video features singer and 
guitarist Dan Barrecchia, bassist Ed Weisgerber, and drummer Joey Giambra drinking blue potion, battling robots 
and chasing dinosaurs with added special effects and claymation. The track is a solid banger with a wildly gritty 
bass tone, driving drums, and all the screech to be a perfect score for action.


“Everything is always open for interpretation, but I was coming from the idea of the Sith lord, the dark side, this 
unlimited power that’s never ending, that will destroy everything,” front man Dan says. “It’s reflective of our 
culture, just accepting defeat, leaders saying, ‘Join us, you’re already dead, just join us and be free in corruption, 
excess, hedonism, in not caring…’ It’s a cult of not caring, to believe in this unlimited power and you’ll be free.”


The power trio came together soon after Dan started a solo project that he jokingly called “Shred Flintstone” until 
it wasn’t just a joke anymore. He sought bandmates, and the name caught bassist Ed’s eye. “That’s how I joined, I 
saw the post and thought it sounded like a fun project to be in,” Ed says. “I was previously making solo stuff as 
Ed Man Eats Children, and filling in for bass players.” Ed drove a van around with his band name painted onto the 
side that had caught Dan’s eye before they met. The trio have been consistently releasing music ever since.   


The band releases the full LP “Unlimited Power" on September 3rd, kicking off the start of an east coast tour.
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